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1 deflect the question if you re still early in the hiring process and still learning the specifics about the job duties and expectations you may want to deflect any question about salary
to discuss later on note that prior to a formal job offer a salary question is mainly the interviewer s way of gathering information how should you answer questions about your desired
salary on a job application payscale has the best tips to get the salary you deserve 8 tips on how to answer salary expectations in an interview pay can come up in different ways in a
job interview or application and you can use different strategies on how to answer salary expectation questions see below for more scripts and examples share there are many
interview questions that inspire dread in an interviewee from what s your greatest weakness to tell me about yourself but one in particular is especially when asked about your salary
either your requirements or history use these steps to help you craft an effective answer consider your skills and experience answering questions about salary requirements should
start before you enter the interview room list out your skills and experience as they apply to the position learn why employers ask about your salary expectations during interviews
how to answer this question tips to keep in mind when providing your salary expectations and what to avoid when answering this interview question learn how at some point during
your interview process you may be asked about your salary expectations companies typically set a salary range for each role including a low mid and high end the amount they offer
will likely depend on their top candidate s experience and skill set strategy 1 redirect the conversation there are lots of reasons why you may not want to answer questions about
salary directly perhaps you suspect that you ve been underpaid in the past and anchoring with your previous or current salary would work against you you don t have to give a
number you have the right to protect your own interests follow these steps to answer a desired salary question in an interview 1 research the position prior to your interview learn as
much as you can about the position and the company get to know your responsibilities job requirements and if they provide any information about the salary or benefits they may
offer ultimately your answer determines whether you and the hiring manager are on the same page when it comes to salary with salary expectations questions you are asserting what
you think you are worth six guidelines to respond to salary questions resume genius interviewed a panel of hr and career experts and compiled six recommendations on how job
hunters can respond to potential the best way to answer desired salary or salary expectations on a job application is to leave the field blank or write negotiable rather than providing a
number if the application won t accept non numerical text then enter 999 or 000 the basics of answering the salary expectation question including how not to undersell yourself 3
templates to answer this question with confidence 4 tips to get the salary you deserve want to get an offer after every interview brennan whitfield dec 20 2023 are you worried about
what to say when asked about salary expectations if so you re not alone most people feel anxious when discussing money especially when negotiating salary but don t worry this
article contains information to help you answer what are your salary expectations julia mlcuchova updated april 25 2024 10 min read 1 what are your salary expectations is one of the
most important questions you re bound to face during the job interview process the pursuit of higher pay is the main reason why 63 4 of workable research respondents seek out new
job opportunities if pressed for an answer it s advisable to provide a salary range rather than a specific figure this range should be based on your research and reflect the value you
believe you can bring to the may 16 2023 10 min read work career article discussing salary expectations can be challenging during job interviews you might feel uncomfortable
talking about finances in general even more so with potential employers making the conversation awkward and stressful for both sides don t lowball even if you really want the job the
worst mistake you can make is to enter salary negotiations unprepared the second worst is to blurt out the lowest number you re willing to
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3 ways to answer what are your salary expectations indeed Apr 07 2024 1 deflect the question if you re still early in the hiring process and still learning the specifics about the job
duties and expectations you may want to deflect any question about salary to discuss later on note that prior to a formal job offer a salary question is mainly the interviewer s way of
gathering information
how to answer what is your desired salary payscale Mar 06 2024 how should you answer questions about your desired salary on a job application payscale has the best tips to
get the salary you deserve
how to answer what are your salary expectations the muse Feb 05 2024 8 tips on how to answer salary expectations in an interview pay can come up in different ways in a job
interview or application and you can use different strategies on how to answer salary expectation questions see below for more scripts and examples
how to answer what are your salary expectations Jan 04 2024 share there are many interview questions that inspire dread in an interviewee from what s your greatest
weakness to tell me about yourself but one in particular is especially
how to answer a salary requirements interview glassdoor Dec 03 2023 when asked about your salary either your requirements or history use these steps to help you craft an
effective answer consider your skills and experience answering questions about salary requirements should start before you enter the interview room list out your skills and
experience as they apply to the position
how to answer what are your salary expectations glassdoor Nov 02 2023 learn why employers ask about your salary expectations during interviews how to answer this question tips to
keep in mind when providing your salary expectations and what to avoid when answering this interview question
how to answer what are your salary expectations in an Oct 01 2023 learn how at some point during your interview process you may be asked about your salary expectations
companies typically set a salary range for each role including a low mid and high end the amount they offer will likely depend on their top candidate s experience and skill set
how to answer what are your salary expectations Aug 31 2023 strategy 1 redirect the conversation there are lots of reasons why you may not want to answer questions about salary
directly perhaps you suspect that you ve been underpaid in the past and anchoring with your previous or current salary would work against you you don t have to give a number you
have the right to protect your own interests
how to appropriately answer a desired salary question glassdoor Jul 30 2023 follow these steps to answer a desired salary question in an interview 1 research the position
prior to your interview learn as much as you can about the position and the company get to know your responsibilities job requirements and if they provide any information about the
salary or benefits they may offer
what are your salary expectations example answers included Jun 28 2023 ultimately your answer determines whether you and the hiring manager are on the same page when
it comes to salary with salary expectations questions you are asserting what you think you are worth
6 effective ways to answer your salary expectations in job May 28 2023 six guidelines to respond to salary questions resume genius interviewed a panel of hr and career experts and
compiled six recommendations on how job hunters can respond to potential
how to answer what is your desired salary career sidekick Apr 26 2023 the best way to answer desired salary or salary expectations on a job application is to leave the field blank or
write negotiable rather than providing a number if the application won t accept non numerical text then enter 999 or 000
how to answer what are your salary expectations 3 templates Mar 26 2023 the basics of answering the salary expectation question including how not to undersell yourself 3 templates
to answer this question with confidence 4 tips to get the salary you deserve want to get an offer after every interview
how to answer what are your salary expectations built in Feb 22 2023 brennan whitfield dec 20 2023 are you worried about what to say when asked about salary expectations
if so you re not alone most people feel anxious when discussing money especially when negotiating salary but don t worry this article contains information to help you answer what
are your salary expectations
how to answer what are your salary expectations 4 examples Jan 24 2023 julia mlcuchova updated april 25 2024 10 min read 1 what are your salary expectations is one of the most
important questions you re bound to face during the job interview process the pursuit of higher pay is the main reason why 63 4 of workable research respondents seek out new job
opportunities
navigate salary questions in interviews like a pro linkedin Dec 23 2022 if pressed for an answer it s advisable to provide a salary range rather than a specific figure this range
should be based on your research and reflect the value you believe you can bring to the
how to answer what is your salary expectation upwork Nov 21 2022 may 16 2023 10 min read work career article discussing salary expectations can be challenging during job
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interviews you might feel uncomfortable talking about finances in general even more so with potential employers making the conversation awkward and stressful for both sides
5 tips for answering salary questions in a job interview msn Oct 21 2022 don t lowball even if you really want the job the worst mistake you can make is to enter salary negotiations
unprepared the second worst is to blurt out the lowest number you re willing to
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